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THE W

INTRODUCTION

BACK IN
THE ROOM
After two-and-a-half years, it’s great to be welcoming you
back to today’s live event.

A

lot can change in 32 months. When we wished the crowd
goodbye in Octber 2019 from our 10th Anniversary BEEAs event
at the Landmark, we had no idea we were doing so not just for
another 12 months, but for two-and-a-half years.
The reasons for this hiatus are familiar, of course. And we were proud last
year to produce an online event that featured entries and winners every bit
as good as those in previous years. However, we never made any secret of
the fact that our fervent hope was to return to the normality of an in-person
event as soon as possible.
Well here we are. Back at the Landmark London with all of our guests and
finalists. It’s a great feeling for those of us who at points wondered if a day
like today would ever come again to have such doubts dispelled.
All of which means we are able to get back to the real point of the BEEAs:
celebrating the engineering excellence of people, firms and products
across the UK and bringing their achievements to the widest possible
audience.
And what a great set of entries we had. It’s genuinely inspiring that over
a period when collaboration and innovation have been more difficult than
ever, inspiration still finds a way.
Naturally, the pandemic (and more particularly the measures taken to
combat it) features among our winners. Team Consulting, the winner of
the Design Project of the Year category, undertook to design and deliver
emergency ventilator apparatus during the height of the pandemic, having
been asked by the UK Government to join the Ventilator Challenge and
develop, manufacture and deliver safety critical ventilators in just six weeks.
Among our other winners is the truly inspirational Roni Savage, who
founded Jomas Associates in 2009 and has been a champion of diversity in
Engineering and Construction from the start of her career.
Other standout winners included Ansible Motion’s Delta S3, a compact,
lightweight Driver-in-the-Loop (DIL) simulator. It enables accurate simulation
of all ground vehicles and vehicle componentry in immersive real-world
environments. Another was the R&D Project of the Year the ZipCharge Go,
the only portable, bi-directional EV charger on the market,
Finally, the Grand Prix winner Innovative Physics won the ultimate prize for
its work on projects, from aiding nuclear decontamination and identifying
security risks at airports, to developing techniques that will help speed up
the process of detecting cancer.
The individual winners aside, however, everyone who entered this year
deserves praise. The entrants make the event and we are grateful to all of
them and to you for joining us. Thank you.
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HIGH-IMPACT WINNER
The winner of the High Impact Innovator of the
Year category took the top prize at this year’s
Awards for its superb technology and outstanding
performance on the international stage.
Innovative Physics Ltd (IPL) is a worldrenowned, award-winning research and
development company specialising in
evolving technologies including sensor
technology, artificial intelligence (AI)
and pattern recognition principally in the
nuclear, homeland security and medical
sectors.
Based in Shanklin on the Isle of Wight,
the small but rapidly growing business
has set itself apart in the market due to
its unique approaches to solving complex
science and engineering obstacles.
The team of 18 highly qualified
physicists and engineers, with a
combined experience of 90+ years in the
technology and innovation industry, works
with foreign governments and business
leaders across Asia, Europe, Canada
and the USA. They have been involved
in many significant, wide-ranging
projects, from developing products and
systems, aiding nuclear decontamination,
identifying security risks at airports, to
developing techniques that will help speed
up the process of detecting cancer. They
have also, more recently, worked in both
the AgriTech and Oil Industries on new
applications of their technologies and
skills.
IPL offers both consultancy support
and custom, modular, flexible technology
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to customers and collaborators based
on innovative AI and sensor solutions.
Initially creating handheld radiation
dosimeters (detectors), IPL has since
developed an extensive portfolio of
products and technologies, which
includes its range of radiation imaging
systems known as ‘Hot Spot Locators’
(HSL).
IPL’s strategy is to combine the
development of the very latest, cuttingedge technology with traditional high
standards of customer interface and
support to make sure it remains at the
forefront of and responsive to customer
needs and global events.
Founded in 2008, IPL originally set
out to be an OEM (original equipment
manufacturer) investing in, developing
and selling fully integrable technologies
and software in the field of radiation
detection to customers in Japan and the
USA. IPL provided them with a custom,
branded product - typically advanced,
handheld radiation detectors - together
with after-sales and technical support.
However, in 2011, following the
catastrophic earthquake and tsunami
which devastated the Fukushima Nuclear
Power Plant, the company was propelled
into the frontline of one of the world’s
largest radiation decontamination efforts.

The company was tasked with
developing and supplying equipment that
could rapidly identify radiation hotspots
within a contaminated environment.
Using its core knowledge with imaging
algorithms, IPL produced the Hot Spot
Locator 500 (HSL500), which allowed
end-users to identify contamination
visually. Within six months, the first
working prototype was tested, and within
9-12 months, the first unit was sold.
The modularity of IPL’s technology has
also enabled them to cross-fertilise their
technological expertise and experience
to take the company into new markets,
including the homeland security and
medical industries. The company has,
for example, developed an artificial
intelligence-based diagnostic tool, a
‘black box’ system, to help clinicians
and consultants to detect and classify
solid tumours to help determine cancer
treatment plans. The system, which uses
IPL’s proprietary meta-pattern recognition
algorithms, is applicable to a variety of
diagnostic tools (CT/MRI/ultrasound/
PET/SPECT) and can reduce the analysis
of data from days to minutes. The
system also incorporates indicators from
non-image sources, e.g. blood tests,
histology and temporal information, to
facilitate disease progression monitoring
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GRAND PRIX
INNOVATIVE PHYSICS

and evaluation. Through the use of these
innovations, clinicians will save time
and money, and patients can receive a
faster diagnosis and therefore be treated
more rapidly and with a greater degree of
accuracy.
The modularity of IPL’s technologies
has allowed the company to diversify and
increase its turnover by 34% in 2020,
growing both its existing customer base
and securing over 25 partners who actively
represent IPL in ten countries and with
links worldwide, reaching 35 countries.
A considerable achievement for an SME,
breaking into export markets traditionally
dominated by larger multinationals.
IPL has invested in developing bespoke
high-tech products for clients, which is why
the company is funded by venture capital.
This, coupled with the sales and often
lengthy tendering process for these types
of products, which can take up to a year,
has meant in the early days of its trading,
while the company increased turnover, it
still made an overall loss. However, this
loss has become smaller as the company
turnover has increased, taking the company
into profit in 2020. As major contracts now
come to fruition, IPL expects to double its
turnover next year and for the company
to grow its profit year on year by between
25-35% for the next five years. During the

pandemic, the company has continued to
grow and maintain its work with foreign
companies thanks to the round-the-clock
efforts of its dedicated team, achieving a
34% growth in turnover.
IPL is predominantly an export
business, with 95% of its turnover
stemming from the exportation of its
technology and expertise across the
world. Demand for IPL’s products and
R&D services come from across the globe
including, the USA, Canada, Japan, Europe
and China.
As an export business, IPL’s trading
strategy is predominately focused on
current and upcoming international
markets, providing bespoke, cutting-edge
products and unique services to meet
market needs and societal challenges.
At the heart of IPL’s international
success, the company has sought
to develop strong relationships with
different market contacts and government
departments by understanding the
challenges they face and adapting products
and services to provide a more tailormade, personalised solution. This strategy
has enabled IPL to stay one step ahead
of its competitors and secure long-term
collaborative agreements with global
market partners and leaders for a number
of years to come.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

A strong contributor
delivering real innovation in
industry 4.0 technologies to
important markets.
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CONSULTANCY OF THE YEAR
The MSYS transPis vit velenis il maiorum sapero odis nonsed
magnim ium qui ide pligniatet asi torumque omnime quas re
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WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

The MSYS transmission project shows DSD’s capabilities in the design,
development and control of complex transmission systems, along with
its ability to innovate.
The MSYS project involved the design build and test of a novel
three speed electric vehicle transmission. The project was intended
to show that a high efficiency multi-speed transmission system could
provide interrupted power. The advantage of a multi-speed tr The
MSYS transmission project shows DSD’s capabilities in the design,
development and control of complex transmission systems, along with
its ability to innovate.
The MSYS project involved the design build and test of a novel three
speed electric vehicle transmission. The project was intended to show
that a high efficiency multi-speed transmission system could provide
interrupted power. The advantage of a multi-speed transmission is that
the power consumption of the power electronics can be reduced
significantly.
When tested on a rolling road, the test vehicle showed an 18%
reduction in power consumption compared to a single speed
transmission in the same vehicle. The MSYS transmission project shows
DSD’s capabilities in the design, development and control of complex
transmission systems, along with its ability to innovate.
The MSYS project involved the design build and test of a novel three
speed electric vehicle transmission. The project was intended to show
that a high efficiency multi-speed transmission system could provide
interrupted power. The advantage of a multi-speed transmission is that
the power consumption of the power electronics can be reduced
significantly.
When tested on a rolling road, the test vehicle showed an 18%
reduction in power consumption compared to a single speed
transmission in the same vehicle. ansmission is that the power
consumption of the power electronics can be reduced significantly.
When tested on a rolling road, the test vehicle showed an 18%
reduction in power consumption compared to a single speed
transmission in the same vehicle.
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DESIGN PROJECT OF THE YEAR
EVA 1.5 - Emergency Ventilator – Team Consulting

A TEAM EFFORT

Undertaking to design and deliver emergency ventilator apparatus during the
height of the pandemic has won Team Consulting this year’s prize.

In March 2020, it was predicted the
UK would need over 30,000 additional
ventilators to help support COVID-19
patients. While medical device design and
development usually takes years, Team
Consulting was asked by the UK Government
to join the Ventilator Challenge and develop,
manufacture and deliver safety critical
ventilators in just six weeks.
At a time when hospitals were at risk
of becoming overrun and global supply
chains were under threat, Team quickly
identified Diamedica as a UK manufacturer
of ventilators proven to operate safely and
effectively in limited resource settings. An
agreement was quickly put in place to allow
key Diamedica IP to be utilised to de-risk the
process of developing a novel, emergency
ventilator in a matter of weeks (ventilators
typically take years to develop). The key
challenge was then translating the Diamedica
IP into a novel ventilator with a UK-only
supply chain and without scavenging the
existing supply chain of the Diamedica
ventilator.
This was an unprecedented situation for
medical device design and development,
that called for fast innovation and pragmatic
decisions at a time when the healthcare
system was at its most vulnerable and
many countries were moving into lockdown.
The project team assembled committed
themselves completely to this important
task, working incredibly long hours across
weekends and long into the night throughout
the six-week period. Some staff camped in
the carpark for weeks on end to avoid the risk
of returning home to families under lockdown
conditions.
With such a short timeframe for
completion, the project required an agile

approach and the effective
management of multiple
concurrent activities,
spanning mechanical design,
pneumatics and hydraulics,
software and electronics,
industrial design, human
factors, risk management,
testing, quality assurance,
transfer to manufacture and
technical file generation.
The Emergency Ventilator
Apparatus (EVA 1.5) was
developed and design frozen
in 4 weeks, with verification,
transfer to manufacture and
technical file generation
completed in 6 weeks. The
full EVA 1.5 design and
development history has now
been transferred to the UK
Government and the Crown.
No safety-critical device has ever been
developed from scratch to CE mark in a few
weeks, let alone under global lockdown
conditions. To de-risk the safety critical
aspects of the development Team had to
find a way to “stand on the shoulders of
giants” by building on the knowledge and
state of the art within the UK for ventilation
under emergency use and limited resource
conditions. With multiple countries seeking
to source sophisticated ICU ventilators, we
believed it was important to deliver an option
that could be robust, reliable and suitably
capable to save lives under a worst-case,
disaster scenario .
Faced with the task of delivering a highly
complex and safety-critical medical device in
a matter of weeks, the team found ways to
de-risk the project wherever possible.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

Clearly an
extraordinary team effort
to deliver technical design
success in an urgent
situation.

SHORTLIST

■ ALARMAFLASH – Amber Valley
Developments
■ Array Cable Monitoring System –
Dynamic Load Monitoring (UK)
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DESIGN SOFTWARE/DEVELOPMENT TOOL OF THE YEAR
ACE AI-driven circuit design generator

MAKING HARDWARE CREATION EASY
ACE is the world’s first-ever artificial intelligence-driven software that fully
automates the design of electronic circuit systems.

Research shows that $9.9bn is being
spent every year on performing electronic
development while $930bn is spent on
electronic costs. The electronic design
process is time-consuming, manual, iterative
- it can take specialist engineers weeks per
design iteration with up to 10 iterations to
get to a final design, error-prone and suboptimal. Simply put, it’s an expensive and
time-consuming process.
ACE from Circuit Mind automatically
generates circuits in seconds/minutes instead
of weeks/months. A user describes the
requirements for the circuit that they would
like to build at a high level by building a
system architecture on the platform. The
platform then performs component selection,
schematic design, analysis and optimisation
for cost, size, reliability, availability.
The platform combines system
engineering, complex mathematical
algorithms and electronic component digital
twins and, in the future, will also perform
layout generation.
Current electronics computer-aided
design software can assist engineers to
draw, position and connect electronics parts
manually. They contain low-level automation,
which understands the circuit geometrically
but not electrically, which means that the
engineer has to invest considerable time in
providing a raft of additional information.
ACE combines mathematical optimisation
algorithms with a database of electronic
component digital twins to automatically
select components, generate a schematic
design in seconds, optimising for size, cost
and power.
The algorithms generate and optimise a
design and includes: compatible components
with options to connect components that meet

electrical requirements; manages constraints
related to the compatibility of power circuitry,
which usually has different characteristics
from digital circuitry; can be optimised
for purchasing and procurement factors;
optimises designs to minimise the amount of
power consumed by the circuit and, finally,
can be optimised for size.
This was a computationally hard problem
to solve because it involved searching for
the ideal design through billions of potential
combinations and involved the creation of
a database of digital twins of electronics
components from electronic component
datasheets using proprietary computer vision
and Natural Language Processing techniques
pioneered by Circuit Mind.
To date, ACE has been used been used
in a number of customer projects and
the platform has provided the world’s first
automatically generated design used in
a commercial product. The benchmarks
against the manual process were: 9000x
faster than a person, £400,000 potential cost
savings on mid-sized volume production, a
22% increase in power efficiency and 43%
decrease in size.
The proliferation of software applications
and the fundamental role played by software
compilers, which instantly transform highlevel programs into machine instructions, has
until now not been replicated in hardware
development.
Circuit Mind’s success could enable
hardware development timescales to be on
par with software development timescales
and it should now be possible to decrease
the need for excessive iteration in hardware
design, reducing the amount of circuit board
waste generated during design and powering
a more sustainable future.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

A great product that
is fulfilling a market need
and is saving both time and
money for customers.

SHORTLIST

■ ePOP - Electrified Powertrain
Optimisation Proces –
Drive System Design
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HIGH IMPACT INNOVATOR OF THE YEAR
Innovative Physics

OVERCOMING COMPLEX OBSTACLES
Innovative Physics is a research and development company specialising in
technologies including sensor technology, AI and pattern recognition.

A small but rapidly growing business
Innovative Physics (IPL) looks to solve
complex science and engineering challenges
and has been involved in many significant,
wide-ranging projects, from aiding nuclear
decontamination and identifying security risks
at airports, to developing techniques that
will help speed up the process of detecting
cancer.
IPL offers both consultancy support
and custom, modular, flexible technology
to customers and collaborators based on
innovative AI and sensor solutions.
IPL’s strategy is to combine the
development of the very latest, cutting-edge
technology with traditional high standards of
customer engagement and support to ensure
it remains at the forefront of and responsive to
customer needs and global events.
IPL was originally set out to be an OEM
investing in, developing and selling fully
integrable technologies and software in the
field of radiation detection to customers in
Japan and the USA. However, in 2011,
following the earthquake and tsunami which
devastated the Fukushima Nuclear Power
Plant, it was propelled into the frontline
of one of the world’s largest radiation
decontamination efforts.
Using its core knowledge with imaging
algorithms, IPL produced the Hot Spot Locator
500 (HSL500), which allowed end-users
to identify contamination visually. Within
six months, the first working prototype was
tested, and within 9-12 months, the first unit
was sold.
The modularity of IPL’s technology has
also enabled them to cross-fertilise their
technological expertise and experience to take
the company into new markets, including the
homeland security and medical industries.

The company has, for example,
developed an AI-based diagnostic tool,
a ‘black box’ system, to help clinicians
and consultants to detect and classify
solid tumours to help determine cancer
treatment plans. The system, which uses
the company’s proprietary meta-pattern
recognition algorithms, is applicable to
a variety of diagnostic tools (CT/MRI/
ultrasound/PET/SPECT) and can reduce the
analysis of data from days to minutes.
The modularity of IPL’s technologies
has allowed the company to diversify and
increase its turnover by 34% in 2020,
growing both its existing customer base
and securing over 25 partners who actively
represent it in ten countries and with links
worldwide, reaching 35 countries.
IPL is predominantly an export business,
with 95% of its turnover stemming from the
exportation of its technology and expertise
across the world.
IPL looks to identify customers’ needs and
to that end has developed several business
models.
Consultative R&D and OEM approaches
form IPL’s key business models and play
to its strengths. IPL has a team of highly
intelligent personnel who develop novel
solutions to address customer challenges
and by using the R&D OEM Consultative
approach, IPL can develop world-class
technology and equipment at a rapid, costeffective rate.
As an SME competing with more
established and well-known companies in
the international nuclear industry, the trading
challenges have been significant. But IPL has
overcome these by innovating faster and by
offering alternative ways for clients to acquire
its technologies.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

A sound business with
a great plan producing
customised solutions

SHORTLIST

■ FlexEnable
■ FuelActive
■ Tunley Engineering
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CONSULTANCY OF THE YEAR
The MSYS transPis vit velenis il maiorum sapero odis nonsed
magnim ium qui ide pligniatet asi torumque omnime quas re
od quasitate maxime accab ipsam re debit ex

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

The MSYS transmission project shows DSD’s capabilities in the design,
development and control of complex transmission systems, along with
its ability to innovate.
The MSYS project involved the design build and test of a novel
three speed electric vehicle transmission. The project was intended
to show that a high efficiency multi-speed transmission system could
provide interrupted power. The advantage of a multi-speed tr The
MSYS transmission project shows DSD’s capabilities in the design,
development and control of complex transmission systems, along with
its ability to innovate.
The MSYS project involved the design build and test of a novel three
speed electric vehicle transmission. The project was intended to show
that a high efficiency multi-speed transmission system could provide
interrupted power. The advantage of a multi-speed transmission is that
the power consumption of the power electronics can be reduced
significantly.
When tested on a rolling road, the test vehicle showed an 18%
reduction in power consumption compared to a single speed
transmission in the same vehicle. The MSYS transmission project shows
DSD’s capabilities in the design, development and control of complex
transmission systems, along with its ability to innovate.
The MSYS project involved the design build and test of a novel three
speed electric vehicle transmission. The project was intended to show
that a high efficiency multi-speed transmission system could provide
interrupted power. The advantage of a multi-speed transmission is that
the power consumption of the power electronics can be reduced
significantly.
When tested on a rolling road, the test vehicle showed an 18%
reduction in power consumption compared to a single speed
transmission in the same vehicle. ansmission is that the power
consumption of the power electronics can be reduced significantly.
When tested on a rolling road, the test vehicle showed an 18%
reduction in power consumption compared to a single speed
transmission in the same vehicle.
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R&D PROJECT OF THE YEAR
ZipCharge Go – ZipCharge

POWER TRIP
A portable range extension idea that
could help facilitate adoption of electric
vehicles promises exciting things.
There are hundreds of millions of carowning households around the world who
don’t have designated parking, with over
eight million in the UK alone. We believe
ZipCharge is a game changer in EV charging
and will help accelerate the transition
towards electric mobility so the world can
become a cleaner and more sustainable
place for generations to come.
The Go is a powerbank for your EV, a
personal charger for use at home, work, onstreet and on the go. We have engineered
a charger that is affordable, flexible, and
compact, all engineered to the highest
automotive safety standards.
As the only portable, bi-directional EV
charger on the market, ZipCharge uses
intelligent energy management software to
reduce the cost of EV charging by optimising
charging times while also turning the
charging into local energy storage that
enables battery-to-grid services and reduce
grid demand.
The Go is the size of carry-on cabin
suitcase and is simple to use, charging from
any 13A domestic plug, and providing 2040 miles of range for daily driving at Level 2
(7.4 kW) via a Type 2 socket. It is designed
to appeal, be easy to manoeuvre, while
being engineered for safety, lightweight and
rigorous automotive standards. ZipCharge
also offers bi-directional charging, opening
opportunities as a local energy storage
device (B2G).
The Go is the first element of a global
portable EV charging platform that combines
hardware, software, machine learning
and innovative ownership models to bring
affordable, practical EV charging to more

www.beeas.co.uk
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people than ever.
ZipCharge Go also
creates an intelligent
energy management
platform that provides
flexibility and resilience
for the national power
grid.
It might just seem
like a battery on wheels,
but the engineering
challenge of developing
the Go is as challenging
as a super-car (we know, we’ve done it
at McLaren, Lotus and Gordon Murrary
Design). It has to be designed to deliver
high performance, in the lightest, most
compact package while managing very
high thermal loads without adding cost,
weight and complexity.
The Go has been developed to be as
energy efficient as possible with minimal
losses. With learnings from automotive,
the Go is designed for lightweight and
performance. Like sports cars, ZipCharge
uses an aluminium spaceframe to house
major systems thereby improving the
integrity and stiffness of the unit. This
intelligent engineering extends to the
consideration of the environmental impact
of the materials and components. For
example, the Go’s outer shell will be made
from post-consumer recycled plastic. By
the second half of this decade the ambition
is for every ZipCharge charger to be
manufactured from recycled materials.
This product is intended to go into
commercial production end of 2022, with
the first deliveries at the start of 2023.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

A simple idea that will
solve a lot of issues – great
reach and coverage around
the product. A potential
gamechanger
SHORTLIST

■ A2Lsystems – TEV
■ Development of Novel Joining
Techniques for Reinforced Thermoset
Pipes - Non-Metallic Innovation
Centre
■ Holistic Pantograph and Overhead
Line Monitoring System (HPOMS) Transmission Dynamics
■ Just Add Water System (JAWS) –
Shell
■ Just in Time Clinical Pharmacy:
Medicines Manufacturing Innovation
Centre PACE – CPI
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The MSYS transmission project shows DSD’s capabilities in the design,
development and control of complex transmission systems, along with
its ability to innovate.
The MSYS project involved the design build and test of a novel
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ELECTRONIC PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
Radio Wave Sensor

AN INTEGRATED SINGLE CHIP SOLUTION
A single-chip radar sensor that enables manufacturers to add sophisticated sensing
capabilities to their security, IoT products, smart home devices and other applications.

The dramatic shift in the way people operate
and live caused by the pandemic has created
significant interest in how to set up a safe and
efficient home environment. For households
subscribed to an interactive security system
it is now the central hub for many securitydriven smart home controls such as lighting,
access locking, and home monitoring.
These products and systems are built around
advanced technology and include energyefficient smart sensors.
A radar sensor is an electronic device
designed to detect the position and movement
of an object at a certain distance and do
so without the need for images or sounds,
therefore offering anonymity.
Modern radar sensors with a FMCW
sensing mode can sense distance and
presence and using multiple antennas can
also output information on the angle.
However, the big disadvantage with
a lot of today’s solutions is that they are
often a module of several components. The
radar sensor is connected to an external
antenna which requires in-depth know-how
of analogue RF design for antenna and
PCB design. The output of such a sensor
is an I/Q data that needs high performance
signal processing on the host CPU and
software algorithms to calculate the
distance.
Socionext’s single-chip, low-power, highly
integrated, 24GHz Radio-wave sensor has
been designed specifically for IoT products,
smart home applications, mobile devices and
industrial equipment.
The SC1233 combines high levels
of integration into a single IC package
and incorporates a full CMOS-based
semiconductor design to help reduce power
consumption and manufacturing costs. The

sensor comes with embedded FFT and signal
processing, which reduces design resource
requirements and costs for manufacturers
who lack the experience or expertise in using
radar sensors.
Socionext has been able to deliver an
ultra-low power device in an ultra-compact
format, whilst offering high performance.
By incorporating basic signal processing
functions into the sensor device, the number
of external components has been reduced
meaning it is easier to use without any
special signal processing knowledge.
The All-in-0ne package comes with a
built-in motion detection function that detects
the distance to an object and flags when
movement is detected. The SC1233AR3
has a dual receiving antenna system which
allows 2D detection with a Field of View
(FOV) of 120° and a detection range of up to
8m in the front direction.
The sensor functions independently
of temperature and light fluctuations, is
impervious to obstructed views, can penetrate
various kinds of solid materials and output a
variety of data about the moving object. None
of these capabilities are possible using other
sensors.
Socionext developed its line-up of
ultra-low power 24GHz devices to help
manufacturers to add sophisticated sensing
capabilities to their security, IoT products,
smart home devices and other applications.
These radio wave sensors are part of
Socionext’s programme to help customers
solve their complex design problems, while
exploring the potential of new sensing
technologies and developing new radar
sensor products and their usage in smart
mobile devices, industrial equipment, security
and surveillance.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

A product with
potentially broad and useful
applicability

SHORTLIST

■ FLS110 – Flusso
■ HD-PLC LSI - Socionext Europe
■ LED NUMBER PLATE LAMP - Amber
Valley Developments LLP
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ENGINEERED PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
Delta S3, Ansible Motion

NEXT-GENERATION SIMULATION

A simulator that will facilitate the next generation of vehicles has won
the hard-fought battle for this category.

Delta S3 is a compact, lightweight Driver-inthe-Loop (DIL) simulator. It enables accurate
simulation of all ground vehicles and vehicle
componentry in immersive real-world
environments. But crucially for the future of
the automotive industry the simulator allows
customers to accurately simulate the CASE
(connectivity, autonomy, safety and electric
technologies), in order to help facilitate the
next generation of vehicles.
Delta S3 is ideal for global car makers,
tier one suppliers, smaller-scale car
makers, racing teams, specialist vehicle
manufacturers and driver training bodies.
The aim of the product is to provide accurate
simulation for the purposes of testing and
validation.
he innovative part of all of Ansible
Motion’s technologies, not just limited to
the Delta S3, is the simulation of real-world
conditions in the virtual world. All of Ansible
Motion’s technologies save natural resources
by reducing the number of prototypes
required, or eliminating them entirely, in order
to bring a given product to market.
Innovations within the Delta S3 which
are superior to Ansible’s legacy products
include, the all-new S3 six degree of
freedom Stratiform design which delivers
acceleration up to 15m/s2, velocity of 5m/s
and a class-leading frequency response, as
well as a much larger motion space in the
ground plane than its predecessor, allowing
companies to more easily replicate the forces
involved when driving a vehicle, and thus
providing more impactful data for future
product iterations. The Delta S3 is particularly
relevant to electric racing where trail braking
in order to increase a battery’s state of
charge is a key element to driving style. The
longer braking distance over the four-metre

lateral motion space of
the simulator is incredibly
effective.
The increased yaw
capacity of the S3 takes
us to service level real
world yaw excursions
inside the simulator lab.
This one-to-one cueing for
yaw, in cooperation with
the enhanced sway and
surge motions, gives a
really natural dynamic feel
all the way through turn in,
mid-corner and turn out.
There are some unexpected
benefits as well. For
instance, when the driver
spins the car. With the Delta
S3, the sense of realism is maintained all the
way through the spin.
Complemented by the new 360° vision
system, which envelops the simulator and
enables rear camera and mirror validation
as well as a strategic tools for race strategy
applications which can virtually model a
scenario where a car is following closely
behind.
The Judges said: “A step-change in the
state of the art for testing ADAS solutions in
the presence of motorcycles, an important
test case as autonomous vehicles approach
commercialisation in the next decade.”
Delta S3 has already seen unprecedented
demand in the marketplace since its launch
in 2021. So far, we have already taken orders
from BMW Motorsport, Honda R&D, Continental
and Deakin University in Australia which have
all placed confirmed orders for the Delta S3.
That rate of ordering is four times faster than for
the Delta S2.

SHORTLIST

■ LaunchPad 80 – AB Dynamics –
HIGHLY COMMENDED
■ A2Lsystems – TEV
■ ElectroglaZ - transparent power
delivery technology - Zytronic Displays
■ Linn Klimax DSM – Linn Products
■ Modus R1000 – Midstream Lighting
■ Russell AMPro® Sieve Station –
Russell Finex
■ Saddleback Holdback Tensioner
(SB-HBT) – Dynamic Load Monitoring
(UK)
■ SCOPE – Fulton
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A brighter, fairer future for all
Mark Allen Foundation partners with YoungMinds to support their
amazing work improving quality of life for young people in the UK.
YoungMinds is a leading UK-based charity campaigning for children and
young people’s mental health. Turning real-life experiences into positive
change, it is leading the fight for a future where all young minds are
supported through life, whatever the challenges.
The Foundation was established by Mark Allen Group to enable its
employees to coordinate and amplify their fundraising efforts, as well as
to raise significant funds for charity through its portfolio of client events.

To make a donation, please visit:
https://thyg.uk/AQU87949 or scan the QR code.
We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to everyone
who has kindly joined us in supporting this vital charity.

www.markallengroup.com/foundation
Foundation_YM_ad_BEEAawards22_210x286.indd 1
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ENGINEERING AMBASSADOR OF THE YEAR
Roni Savage, Jomas Associates

A TRUE DISRUPTOR

Roni Savage is a true ‘ambassador’ for the engineering and
construction industry, empowering and inspiring others.

Roni Savage founded Jomas Associates in
2009 and has been a champion of diversity
in Engineering and Construction from the
start of her career. As a black woman in an
industry where only 12% are female and just
5% from a BAME background, she’s been
determined throughout her career to open
doors through inspiring, empowering, and
mentoring others to enter into the Engineering
sector.
Roni is the only black woman in the UK
to run a multi-million pound engineering
company and has determinedly sought to
champion the cause of diversity.
A regular speaker at schools, universities,
colleges and other events she is also Policy
Chair for Construction for the Federation
of Small Businesses and sits on the
Government’s Ethnic Minority advisory group.
Working as a mentor on the Women in
Engineering @ Brunel University, Roni works
with a different female engineer each year,
guiding them as they finish their studies
and helping them to enter the industry. She
offers not only mentoring for free, but also
work experience and an introduction to her
contacts.
Roni champions change by being
visible and combines this with a substantial
amount of outreach work, while also being a
mother to three children. Her eldest is about
to embark on an Engineering Degree at
University.
Roni’s company Jomas Associates was
founded to drive change in the Engineering
sector, focusing on sustainable development,
diversity and people.
She has taken speaking roles across
Europe on Engineering, including speaking at
the Construction Conference in Ireland.
Prior to founding Jomas Associates,

Roni was working with students and,
over the years, she has become a
regular speaker at schools, universities
and various communities and outreach
projects discussing and demonstrating the
opportunities to be found in Engineering.
She is on the advisory board for London
and speaks to various schools each year
about her career as an engineer. She also
supports the WOW foundation and recently
attended a speed mentoring session where
she promoted her work as an Engineer.
She was awarded fellowship of Institute of
Civil Engineers by Presidential Invitation as a
reward for her ambassadorial work.
A Chartered Engineer, Chartered Geologist
and SiLC (Specialist in Land Condition) and a
graduate of the University of Portsmouth with
a BEng(hons) in Engineering Geology and
Geotechnics, she also holds a Masters’ in
Environmental Management.
Roni has worked on many major
construction schemes, including the widening
of the A406 and M25, as well as on various
building projects across the UK.
MD & Founder of Jomas Associates,
an Engineering & Environmental Company
serving the Construction industry since 2009,
she is also Policy Chair for Construction for
the Federation of Small Businesses (FSB).
She received the highly prestigious
presidential invitation to Fellowship of the
Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) in 2019
and was made Honorary Fellow of RIBA in
2020.
A multi award winner and extremely
passionate about gender diversity and
social mobility, volunteering her time to
mentor and coach others, Roni Savage is a
worthy recipient of the BEEA’s Engineering
Ambassador of the Year.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

Clearly a fantastic
role model and broadly
recognised ambassador
delivering a purposeful
mission.

SHORTLIST

■ Larissa Suzuki - Google –
HIGHLY COMMENDED
■ London Power Tunnels 2
(National Grid Plc) - National Grid
■ SMR Automotive Mirrors UK
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DESIGN ENGINEER OF THE YEAR
Josh Lynch, Arcadis (UK)

NO BRIDGE TOO FAR

A brilliant young engineer developing structural design solutions for our rail
network has scooped this year’s coveted award.

Josh Lynch is a key member of the Arcadis
One Team Wessex design team, having
developed solutions for railway station,
overbridge and rail line enhancements, bridge
replacements and solutions for emergency
works across the south of the UK.
Josh has promoted a culture of Health
and Safety on Wessex CP6, and his
commitment to H&S has been commended
during previous framework end of year
reviews. He is also an advocate for Arcadis’
sustainability culture by challenging designs
to reduce embodied carbon, preparing capital
carbon reduction assessment and sharing a
weekly sustainability newsletter with the team.
Josh’s interest in digital automation is also
helping the team develop parametric analysis
and modelling tools to improve project
efficiencies.
On the Northern Line Extension to
Battersea project, Joshua developed structural
design solutions for the Nine Elms Station
Box from RIBA 2 to RIBA 6 between 2014
and 2018 (the station opened recently in
September 2021). The design adopted an
innovative construction method, utilising
a philosophy of Design for Manufacture
and Assembly (DfMA) whereby the primary
structure – a skeletal grillage of precast
beams intersecting at in-situ cruciform
stitches – could be constructed at ground
level, before being excavated under to
be left suspended on a series of steel
plunge columns. This method of top-down
construction allowed rapid progression for
the excavation of the station box, which was
phased around driving two Tunnel Boring
Machines (TBMs) through the box, and
forming an in-situ base slab ahead of the
bottom-up construction of the remainder of
the station, which was delivered within the
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scheduled time and budgetary constraints.
On the Wessex CP6 Framework, Josh
has prepared a number of bespoke and
innovative solutions to solve various
engineering problems. For example, on
one emergency works project whereby a
railway embankment had failed, requiring
an embedded steel sheet pile retaining
wall to be constructed, he had to rapidly
develop a solution to negate the application
of excessive ground pressures over a live
gas main while achieving a 20m clear span
between steel sheet piles. His novel solution
included a deep RC transfer beam, installed
in a two-stage pour with a proprietary
system originally developed to prevent
ground heave placed above the pipe. The
proprietary system was assessed to fail
following application of the second stage
pour, transferring residual load away from
the gas main and into the spanning structure
/ back to the steel sheet piled wall.
On another congestion relief project, a
scheme developed by another company
was presented for Josh to develop at the
detailed design stage. Josh immediately
raised that the proposed solution was not
viable, as it had assumed that key structural
members could be removed - which would
have ultimately resulted in a bridge collapse.
Josh proposed an alternate solution
which mitigated cutting any key structural
members, instead utilising existing door
openings to achieve a workable solution.
Josh is delivering solutions for some
of the UK’s largest infrastructure projects.
He is currently working to deliver Network
Rail’s Wessex CP6 Framework on projects
covering station, overbridge and rail
line enhancements, replacements and
emergency works.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

A really strong
designer making
significant contributions
to communities and
infrastructures

SHORTLIST

■ Amir Hessari – In Veeta
■ Dmitri Licichin – The Technology
Research Centre
■ Gemma Singer – Mom Incubators
■ James Henson – Musk Process
Services
■ Joshua William Lynch – Arcadis
■ Steven Richardson – Ignys
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MATERIALS APPLICATION OF THE YEAR
CeramycGuard, Haydale Graphene Industries

SEALING THE DEAL

The innovative use of silicon carbide microfibre to protect concrete surfaces was
judged the best use of materials this year.

Epoxies and paints are commonly used to
protect concrete surfaces, but their problem
is that they only ‘stick’ to the surface and
quickly degrade and peel-off, due to their
weakness when exposed to UV sunlight and
inability to breathe out trapped water vapour.
Trapped moisture in the concrete allows for
carbonation and biological growth, leading to
cracking, spalling, rebar rusting, and eventual
concrete failure.
CeramycGuard is a ceramic surface
treatment (CST), which uses Haydale’s
propriety silicon carbide microfibre, along
with alumina and zirconia silicates to
renew and preserve concrete surfaces and
eliminates all the problems there are with
conventional surface treatments.
The dense ceramic polymer wraps around
and chemically bonds to all the elements in
the concrete, effectively shielding the surface
from the environment. CeramycGuard is not
affected by wet/dry or freeze/thaw cycles, and
will not peel, flake, chalk, or delaminate.
CeramycGuard has been designed to
chemically bond to the concrete. It fills the
pores and microcracks, coats the surface,
and binds all the concrete elements together
under a single protective ceramic layer.
CeramycGuard reduces surface porosity
dramatically to prevent salt and other
destructive elements from entering the
concrete, while remaining breathable and
protecting the embedded steel reinforcement.
The ability of the surface treatment to limit
liquid and particle intrusion while allowing
water vapor to dissipate, prevents spalling
and freeze/thaw damage caused when water
becomes trapped inside the concrete.
The other key benefits include:
Anti-abrasion – CeramycGuard™ offers
excellent abrasion resistance and will not peel

or tear. It includes advanced ceramics like
silica carbide that create an extremely durable
surface that resists weighted and grating
abrasion.
Self-cleaning – CeramycGuard™ is a
true ‘biologically impervious’ surface that
has metal oxidative and photocatalytic selfcleaning properties, which are not consumed
with use.
Performs well in extreme environmental
conditions – CeramycGuard™ is immune
to UV and heat and maintains a permanent
buffer against airborne contaminants like
carbonic acid and sulfuric acid. The dense,
oxidative, surface of CeramycGuard™ creates
a ‘biologically impervious’ barrier to microbes
and their food source, preventing them from
colonising the concrete surface.
The product was originally developed
for animal husbandry. In this area, food
processing, meat packing and processing,
and slaughterhouses have enormous
problems with concrete. Blood and organic
materials soak into the pores, decompose,
and destroy concrete flooring. The product
was developed for this sector, evaluated in
this area, and found to be highly effective.
However, Haydale has seen a wide
range of applications far beyond what
was originally envisioned. We have been
involved in wastewater treatment, clean water
applications, storm water management,
ridges (decks, beams, piers/abutments),
chemical plants, food plants, citrus fruit
plants, cherry and berry processing,
chemical bund containment, zebra mussel
control, anti-graffiti applications, protection
of concretes in tropical and high UV
environments, protection against saltwater
ingress, and protection from freeze-induced
cracking.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

A great development
of materials which is simple
to use and meets multiple
applications

SHORTLIST

■ ROCFLY G 390 – INOV-8
■ PATit – Haydale Graphene Industries
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HIGHLY COMMENDED – ENGINEERING AMBASSADOR OF THE YEAR
Larissa Suzuki, Google

EUR ING Professor Dr Larissa Suzuki is an
award-winning passionate computer scientist,
engineer, author, entrepreneur, board
member, philanthropist, and inventor.
She current works at Google as Head of
Data and AI for Google Cloud. She also works
alongside Vint Cerf on the Interplanetary
Internet Project at Nasa JPL & IPNSIG,
and on Sustainable AI through Federated
Computations.
Her continuing academic work is at UCL,
Harvard University, University of Quebec and
Oxford University.
She has received numerous awards,
grants and recognitions from the Royal
Academy of Engineering, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, McLaren Racing, Intel,
Google, Academy for Computing Machinery,
the Institute of Engineering and Technology,
Heidelberg Laureate Forum Foundation,
Microsoft Research, EPSRC, amongst many

others for her contributions to industry and
international science.
She has published several research
papers in academic journals, books and
conferences, am a frequent Keynote including a TedX, conference and panel
speaker. She has written articles for Huffington
Post, Queen Elizabeth Prize for Engineering,
Computer Weekly, Heidelberg Laureate
Forum (Laureates of Computer Science and
Mathematics), the Mayor of London, amongst
others.
Currently she serves in the D&I Board
of the Royal Academy of Enginering, the
Search and Nominations Committee of the
Queen Elizabeth Prize for Engineering, the AI
Committee of the Grace Hopper Conference,
and Ambassador Council Member of the
Queen Elizabeth Prize for Engineering. She is
also on the Advisory Board of Workfinder and
STEMazing.
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HIGHLY COMMENDED – ENGINEERED PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
LaunchPad 80, AB Dynamics

The LaunchPad 80 is a vulnerable road
user (VRU) test platform that enables
vehicle manufacturers to test the safety of
their advanced driver assistance (ADAS)
technology such as automatic emergency
braking and lane keeping assist. The
LaunchPad 80 carries a surrogate motorcycle
test target at 80 km/h and brakes at 0.6 g,
closely replicating the real world behaviour of
motorcyclists.
Motorcycles are often not well detected
by ADAS systems. Prior to the introduction
of the Launchpad 80 there was no product
available that manufacturers could use to
test their driver assistance systems using
motorcycle targets as required by Euro
NCAP’s testing regime from 2023 onwards.
The protocol includes five tests that require the
use motorcycle targets. The LaunchPad 80

www.beeas.co.uk
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means vehicle manufacturers and component
suppliers now have a test platform to develop
their products to meet the new protocol.
Up until the introduction of the LaunchPad
80 the fastest VRU platform AB Dynamics
produced was the LaunchPad 60, which
could be used at test speeds of 60 km/h.
The LaunchPad 80, as the name suggests
can travel at test speeds of 80 km/h with a
motorcycle target fitted. It also can decelerate
rapidly. The means that realistic test scenarios
can be run using motorcycles targets.
Motorcyclists are among our most
vulnerable road users and it is therefore
important that driver assistance systems can
reliably detect and avoid accidents with them.
The 20 km/h increase in top speed means
that motorcycle targets can be tested using
much more realistic scenarios.
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The Judges for the British Engineering Excellence Awards have been drawn
from a cross-section of electronic and engineering design disciplines. Some are
illustrious engineers, others have extensive knowledge of the design sphere. All
are people who champion innovative engineering design.

Philippa Oldham, Chair. Programme lead, Advanced Propulsion Centre
Philippa is a Chartered Engineer who thrives on working with a wide range of stakeholders from
government, industry and academia to create visionary solutions, challenging existing silos between
the sectors. Previously Head of Transport and Manufacturing at the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers for six years, Philippa has a great understanding of the challenges facing transport
and manufacturing both domestically and internationally. With experience from the automotive,
aerospace and defence sectors Philippa believes the APC can drive investment that we need to equip
the UK with the right capability and technology to be at the forefront of pulling innovative low carbon
propulsion solutions through to fruition, accelerating economic return. Through the National Network
Programmes Philippa is looking forward to the opportunity to use her experience and knowledge of
the UK’s transport modes and infrastructure to build on the strategy already in place, driving through
and accelerating deliverables. This opportunity to incubate collaborations, honing solutions to drive
UK leadership in terms of exportable products and services.

Tomide Adesanmi, CEO, Circuit Mind
Tomide is the Co-founder/CEO of Circuit Mind. Circuit Mind is a deep technology company on a
mission to 100x the life’s work of electronic engineers, teams and companies. The company is
building intelligent software for electronics teams which enables them to design faster and better
by specifying their input requirements and exploring automatically generated design options in
seconds/minutes. Before Circuit Mind, Tomide was an electronic systems engineer at BAE Systems,
developing Heads Up Display Systems and Helmet Mounted Display Systems for jet fighter pilots.

Pete Lomas FREng, Director of Engineering, Norcott Technologies
Pete Lomas is Director of Engineering for Norcott Technologies, a UK based electronics design and
manufacturing company. He has spent the last 30 years helping bring product ideas to life. He has
worked with a wide range of start-ups and blue-chip companies in industries as diverse as video
security, fire detection, data communications, engine test, building management, medical robotics
and scientific instrumentation for large scientific experiments.
His passion is encouraging the next generations to engage in STEM subjects and is the cocreator of hugely successful Raspberry Pi computer. He also established the associated charitable
foundation and served as a trustee for over 10 years. Its mission is to put creativity, experimentation
and fun back into the teaching and informal engagement in computer science and electronic
engineering through digital making.
Pete is currently President of the Institution of Engineering Designers promoting all aspects of
engineering design and professional registration.
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MEET THE JUDGES

Chris Edwards, freelance technology journalist
Chris Edwards is a freelance technology journalist who has been reporting on the electronics industry
for three decades. He is a frequent contributor to New Electronics.

Paul Fanning, Publishing Director, Engineering, MA Business
A technical magazine editor for more than 20 years, Paul has spent much of his career in the
engineering press, with spells covering most aspects of the sector. He first became editor of Eureka!
in 2010 and was part of the team that launched the Engineering Design Show. In 2018, Paul added
to his role on Eureka! when he was appointed editorial director of MA Business. In 2020 he became
Publishing Director with responsibility for MA Business’s engineering portfolio.

Neil Tyler, editor, New Electronics
A highly-experienced journalist, Neil has been covering developments in the electronics industry for
more than a decade. Editor of New Electronics since 2014, he has also worked across a variety of
industries including: telecommunications, automotive, business systems, banking technology and
finance.

Richard Vellacott, CEO, BiologIC Technologies Limited
Richard is co-founder, CEO and Chair of BiologIC Technologies Limited. BiologIC’s vision is to
integrate Industry 4.0 technologies to solve enormous challenges faced by humanity (feeding 9.8
billion people by 2050, mitigating climate change and mitigating the threat of diseases) in an
environmentally sustainable, economically accessible way.
An authentic and passionate leader, Richard inspires transformational change through the
alignment of purposeful vision, talent and quality capital. He creates significant value through
executive leadership, vision and strategy, commercialisation of science, capital market expertise,
cultural and organisational change and building scalable capability.
In seven valuable years as interim CEO, deputy CEO, CFO, COO and Company Secretary, Richard
was instrumental in growing Horizon Discovery Group plc from an emerging private company of
£3m revenue in 2012 to a recognised global leader in gene editing delivering revenue of £60m at a
valuation of £350m. Richard delivered one of the most successful ever Life Science listings on AIM
raising £68.6m in a heavily oversubscribed IPO at the top of its valuation range within 3 months,
fundraisings in the UK and the US, four acquisitions and hostile bid defence.
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At COMSOL, we develop mathematical modelling software that drives new
breakthroughs in physics and engineering. As the benchmark for great British
engineering design, the British Engineering Excellence Awards closely align with our
vision of accelerating the development and adoption of new technology. COMSOL is
proud to sponsor the Engineered Product of the Year category in support and recognition
of innovators and their important work.

ng

There has never been a more important time to value British engineering.
The past 12 months have been challenging for UK businesses to say the least.
Businesses of all industries, shapes and sizes have had to adjust traditions, redefine
standards and make unimaginable sacrifices. That’s what makes this year especially
poignant in our opinion, and we’re incredibly proud to be sponsoring the British
Engineering Excellence Awards today, to celebrate excellence in a fantastic sector of
British business: engineering and design.
As a leader in the polymer industry, we understand and respect the momentous
pressure that engineers and designers face in their roles. 2021 and beyond maps out
an exciting yet testing landscape in British engineering, with sustainability, innovation
and technology being crucial elements to master in order to make an impactful and
successful product.
We very much look forward to recognising and rewarding those who are really
making a difference, and we congratulate them all sincerely.

Currently celebrating 70 years of facilitating scientific innovation, Goodfellow is a
leading global supplier of metals, alloys, ceramics, glasses, polymers, compounds,
composites and other materials to meet the research, development and specialist
production requirements of science and industry. The company has an extensive range
of 70,000 catalogue products in multiple forms available off the shelf, most subject
to free delivery within 48 hours and with no minimum order quantities. With over
6000 customers supported by a worldwide network of offices, agents and distributors
Goodfellow also offers a comprehensive range of bespoke processing services,
effectively operating as an extension of the production team in order to develop custom
fabricated components in any quantity required. Our in-house team is comprised of
fellow scientists and engineers with extensive knowledge of materials and processing
- through their technical expertise and a supporting range of specification tools the
company has built an unrivalled reputation for helping to find solutions to even the most
challenging of research problems. All of our products are also underpinned by the most
rigorous quality accreditations including ISO, REACH and RoHS.
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2022 SPONSORS

The UK branch of the globally successful company has been in Milton Keynes since
1986, moving into a much bigger facility in 1989. This has given the branch the
opportunity to grow to where we are today, consistently growing and evolving as a sales
operation year on year.
The Milton Keynes office is run by 7 office staff including management, a 2 man
team in the warehouse managing approx 4 million pounds of stock and some 3000+
transactions a year and an external sales team of 3 covering UK & Ireland.

Publitek is an integrated B2B marketing agency with unmatched technical expertise
and global reach to help innovative technology and engineering companies connect
with audiences to change the world. We deliver a complete range of contemporary
marketing services, fuelled by expert content and inspired creative. We use proprietary
tools, tactics, data and insights to power and optimise every program and deliver great
results, everywhere.
Our team shares a passion for deeply technical industries and comprises engineers,
technologists, journalists, marketers and creatives who produce the highest level of
technical content, combined with an understanding of which channels audiences are
using, how and when.

SOLIDWORKS® leads the global 3D computer-aided design (CAD) industry with easyto-use 3D software that trains and supports the world’s engineering and design teams
as they drive tomorrow’s product innovation. SOLIDWORKS® solutions focus on the
way engineers work every day, with an intuitive, integrated 3D design environment
that covers all aspects of product development and helps maximize their design
and engineering productivity. Over 2 million designers and engineers worldwide use
SOLIDWORKS to bring designs to life—from the coolest gadgets to innovations for a
better tomorrow.
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CELEBRATING DESIGN EXCELLENCE

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL OUR WINNERS
FROM NEW ELECTRONICS & EUREKA!

Are you already working on next year’s BEEAs winner?
Keep an eye on:

WWW.BEEAS.CO.UK
to enter BEEAs 2023
Want to get involved in next year’s event? Why not consider sponsoring the event.
Packages are available for category sponsorship and other more bespoke options.
Contact Jez for more details on 07967 169133 or email jez.walters@markallengroup.com
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